Enterprise Mobile Distribution Solutions
Managing Field Dispatch
The Logistrics Distribute application is built for
companies such as soft drink bottlers, grocery chains,
manufacturers, etc., that have to manage their supply
chain effectively in a mobile setting.
Currently, companies can plan and schedule deliveries
before vehicles leave the warehouse. Once the vehicles
leave the warehouse, most companies use fleet
tracking solutions that only track the vehicle location
and some vehicle related parameters. These solutions
however do not allow for schedule changes enroute,
new trips, orders, delivery additions in real-time, nor
does it provide for electronic notification of events
such as delivery of goods to customers or inventory
tracking. These activities are handled manually and via
phone calls resulting in an inefficient process.
The Logistrics Distribute solution automates the field
distribution process thereby saves money, improves
productivity and helps deliver improved customer
service.

Simple set up with integration
The Distribute solution is simple to set up and
implement. The only investment the Company needs
to make is on a Android smart phone or tablet. The
solution is web accessed and can be connected to
your ERP or CRM systems eliminating additional data
entry.

Track, Monitor, Send Orders
The Logistrics Distribute solution automates all of thes
field distribution processes which allows the company
to track all events as they occur, make changes
operationally as needed, add orders and trips and
monitor vehicles.

Real time invoicing
The solution provides the ability to record events in
real-time such as delivery, etc and to initiate
electronic invoicing tied to such events. This saves
time and costs.

Customization
We recognize that one size does not fit all and
therefore work with our clients to customize
functionality to meet their specific business
requirements.

Managed Solutions
Our solution is offered as a fully secure managed
solution in the cloud enabling speed of
implementation and eliminates infrastructure
expenses.
GO TO: ww.logistrics.com/distribute and also visit
our Blog to learn more.

Contact us and let us tell you how we can make a difference!!!
Email: mail@logistricsdistribute.com
Telephone: 1 888 881 2883 x 108
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